PRODUCTIVITY AND AUTOMATION
FOR LOAD TERMINALS
High technology TAS system with cloud based services
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The way to
better productivity

Bottlenecks generate
more than 20% delays in
loading time

The solution for Acuraflow terminals controls the
loading process from reception to the office, optimizing
times and resources.
We measure with the best accuracy times, volumes,
and productivity at each step, minimizing differences in
inventories and improving efficiency.
Our system generates real-time information that is
analyzed by detecting any eventuality in an instant, so
that corrective action can be taken immediately.

Achieving the highest productivity with
the least investment is the key to the
current market.
We want to accompany you in a plan for continuous
improvement, adjusted to the needs of your business.
Our team of experts is available to guide you in every
step, from choosing the best equipment and the installation to the support during the operation.
We use technologies designed for large terminals,
which we can also apply in small terminals efficiently.

Dispatch more
deliveries in less
time and with greater
security.
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More deliveries in less time
Tank plant

Exit

Inventory

Departure Emission of
remittances

Forecast and statistical forecast of needs to avoid missing

2’

Connection with ERP to emit remittances and
to print them automatically.

Reception

2’

Wait

5’

Traffic
Assign and check shifts to minimize the number of trucks on hold.

Entry

1’

Total process 35’

Control room
The system monitors and generates key performance indicators
to detect real-time irregularities. Analyze loading times, trucks
despatched per load island, people per truck.

Load

25’

Access Control

Loading

Lower costs

The system verifies that trucks and drivers
have the necessary permits

Fast loading with no inventory differences.

Automated loading process with minimal operator intervention

Calibration
Maintains calibrated flowmeters with the same accuracy as the first day.
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The acuraflow solution
Deliveries
without delay
Load shifts are assigned by the software
When the orders are entered.
Shifts are confirmed by email the day before
Of the charge, and one hour before the driver’s cell
phone. Shifts are automatically reassigned
According to the confirmations of the drivers
And the location of the trucks. Drivers who arrive on
time have priority attention.

Access control
The system controls the access to the terminal,
verifying that the driver and the truck have all the
necessary permissions. The identity of the driver is
confirmed by facial and fingerprint recognition, and
the truck is recognized by RFID.

Greater throughput
The loading process is automated. Maximize staff
efficiency by minimizing the time they need to spend
on routine tasks.
The connection with ERP allows sending emitters
and printing them automatically. The driver can load
the truck by himself, without unnecessary waiting.

Speed and accuracy
The loading computer receives the information for
the order, and delivers the required quantity of product, minimizing the potential for human error. The
calibrated flowmeters measure the volume with high
accuracy, adjusted by temperature.

More information
Entries, exits, and transactions are logged. The
software provides reports and graphs to help you
achieve your delivery goals and monitor operations.
Analyze productivity per operator and per island of
load, and the margins per customer and per product. All information is stored securely and is accessible from anywhere, even from a cell phone.

Best service
We help you provide the best service for your
customers. Record every contact with them to find
out if your requirements are being met.
At the exit, a survey is conducted. If the driver is not
satisfied with the quality of the service, you can provide comments and suggestions for the continuous
improvement process. Each customer has online
access to their inventory, cargo records, shifts, and
surveys.
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System diagram
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We offer a wide range of measuring instruments and software,
to provide a solution tailored to your needs.
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